Introduction
Thus far we have studied in [1] , [2] and [4] the possibility of extension of solutions of linear partial differential equations p(D)u = Q with constant coefficients to various exceptional sets. There, the exceptional sets were of those types to which the convex analysis, or the technique of the Fourier transform based on the growth order estimation, was applicable. Here we treat a new kind of exceptional set. Let K = {(0,..., 0, x,,); -1 <*"<!} be the line segment on the x, r axis of the n-dimensional Euclidean space R". Let Let L be the closure of K. In the course of proof we must reduce the support of a hyperfunction from L to L\K under some additional condition. Since the convex hull of L\K agrees with L, the routine technique in the Fourier transform based on the growth condition has no use. Instead, we rely on a new tool for non-convex Fourier analysis developed in [6] . (See Lemma 2.2 below.)
The main idea of the proof was got while the author stayed at RIMS as a visiting research member. He expresses his sincere gratitude to the members of RIMS and Kyoto University, especially to Professor S. Matsuura, for the kind efforts for the admission of the stay 3 valuable suggestions and hearty encouragements in those days.
§1. Continuation of Hyperfunetion Solutions to Linear
Exceptional Sets
We fix a system of coordinates (x l9 ... 9 x K _ l9 x n ) in R [K] . This is a contradiction, and the necessity is proved. Conversely, assuming the condition on p we can esaily show a non-trivial element of & P [K~] based on the result of [7] concerning the fundamental solutions of hyperbolic equations. But we give here a direct proof. We can assume that p itself is irreducible and its principal part is equal to (™. It suffices to give infra-exponential entire functions such that they cannot be divided by p(0 though ienjr-(Q can . p ut J+(Q = 1 and
The latter is the remainder of g 2 V-ic» divided by jp(Q. Since -£™ is a polynomial of order less than m, we can easily show employing the method of majorant that this series defines an infra-exponential entire function. Q.E. D. with r 0 >0 (see, e.g., [12] Now we consider the real analytic solutions &t ' p of p(D)u = Q. For the sake of simplicity we give the result first for a fixed system of coordinates. We somewhat extend the situation. 
is zero.
Remark. We assume that L agrees with the closure of K in R", because the part in |x n | > I is of no use for us. Then L\K consists of (at most) two convex connected components contained in the hyperplanes {*"=+!}. They may be denoted by P ± without any confusion. 
. In order that a Fourier hyper/unction u(x) is real analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, it is necessary and sufficient that every derivative J(D)u(x) has the finite value at the origin. Here J(D) runs over the local operators. The value is defined by lim (2*)-" J(£)fi({) exp ( -c
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For the proof see [6], Theorem 3.8. In order to apply this lemma, we need to introduce entire functions instead of holomorphic functions on N(p). The method employing symmetric polynomials developed in [4] badly twists the information. Therefore we introduce here a technique from the boundary value theory. To a holomorphic function F(£) on N(p), we make correspond the entire function of the form 
Then f(x) is real analytic outside L+{x' = 0}.
Proof. Assume that x 1 is contained in the part x'. We show that f(x) is real analytic at a point x° on x 1^s up{x 1 ; xeL} + 5 for any <5>0. Then by the linear coordinate transformations we can prove the general assertion. Let cr = (cr 1? ... 3 <7 B ), (?j= +1 be a multi-signature. Consider the defining function of f(x) on the <7-th orthant {a j lmz j >0 ) 7 = 1,..., »} We are going to deform the path of integration to the complex region so that the above integral may converge locally uniformly in z even when almz> -s' for some e'>(X Put By the assumption we can deform the above integral to that on F.
When £eF and Rez = x°, we have and Therefore if we choose r\ so small that rj < e f = min (sd, e)/2, we have for r *«| ^ C exp (Im z • £ -e'(l«'l + I<H)) .
Thus we conclude that the integral converges locally uniformly in z on |Imz|<e', hence it is analytic in z there. Q.E. D.
Remark-The above lemma is a modification of Lemma 5.1.2 in [7] . There a beautiful criterion for sing. supp/(x) c K is given when K is convex and compact. Lemma 2.3 above is for temporary use and may be refined to give a necessary and sufficient condition as the latter. (It seems to Therefore, by the uniqueness of analytic continuation we conclude that UJ }E (X') is identically equal to zero outside the (1 + & + c)e-neighborhood of (L\K) + {x 2 = x n = Q}. Now we let s tend to zero. We assert that Wy >e (x') tends to //x') and the estimate of support is kept through this limit process, thus obtaining supp//x')c(L\K) + {x 2 = x H = 0}. Since the usual topology in hyperfunction theory cannot be localizable, we must be careful in these arguments. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [6] , employing the boundary value theory of Komatsu-Kawai : u jiE (x f ) is naturally considered as a hyperfunction of (e, x') on the real analytic manifold {s > 0} and it is also obviously satisfied. Since the hypersurface {e = 0} is everywhere non-characteristic with respect to the equation (2.13)-(2.14), we can take the boundary value in the sense of Komatsu-Kawai [10] . On the other hand, for each fixed e>0, we have w 7>£ (x')e'^[{0} xSj~3x{0}], and when we let e | 0, it converges to //x') in this space. In fact, we can check the weak convergence. Let (p(x') be a real analytic function on a neighborhood of {0} xS;~3 x {0}. Then we have obviously and the right hand member in the last inner product converges to <p(x r )
in the space of real analytic functions. Thus by Corollary 2.6 in [6], we conclude that //x') is the boundary value of u jiE (x r ) with respect to (2.13). Since suppM 7 -j£ (x')| {e>0}xRn -i c={(e, x'); dis[V, (L\K) + {x 2 = x n = 0}]^e} and the process of taking the boundary value to a non-characteristic surface is local, we conclude that supp/j(x') c (L\K) + {x 2 = x n = 0}, hence supp/^x 7 ) c L\K. This means
Returning to F(Q, we have shown that F(Q , d}. This implies the triviality of the image of (2.2).
Q.E.D.
Remark a The conclusion of Theorem 2 A Implies that uejtf p (U\K) can be uniquely extended as a hyperfunction solution to the whole U. In order that s/ p (U\K)lj& p (U) itself is trivial, the propagation of regularity j/(C7\X)n^p(I/)cja/(LO Is further needed. The latter holds, e.g. 9 Since the propagation of regularity holds due to the above remark, Corollary 2.4 can also be applied. Thus we have strengthened the result of [4] , which corresponds to the case P~ = 0. Note that for /c = 0 or n the operator is elliptic and has a trivial counter-example. Finally for k = n -\ the fundamental solution £(x lv .., x w _i) of the Laplacian D 2 H HD 2 _i gives a non-trivial element of ^p(U\K)/j^p(U).
Since the propagation of regularity holds, E cannot be extended to the x w -axis even as a hyperfunction solution. Though Theorem 2.1 itself is fairly sharp, we expect that there are milder conditions when we consider only those K contained in the x M -axis.
